
Objective

Experienced professional seeking to address business challenges by fostering synergy between business and technology.

Professional Experience

Frontend Developer, BlazeBite
•Automate customer signup and collection of vendor information removing need for 
manual signup process.
•Develop UI to collect vendor information using Angular and Angular Material.

Feb 2023 – present
Cleveland, OH

•Interface with Google Firebase to create customer accounts and store vender data.
•Participate in code reviews and contribute to feature design.

Senior EPM Consultant (SAP BPC), Column5 Consulting
•Guided clients through enterprise performance management software 
implementations throughout the software development lifecycle, including 
requirements gathering, process evolution, development, training, testing, and 
maintenance.
•Led design and implementation process, overseeing and supporting other project team 
members, and collaborating best practices and standard approaches.

Feb 2011 – Aug 2019
Scottsdale, AZ (travel /

remote)

•Progressed from entry-level to senior within 3 years.
•Rescued failing projects after being brought in on late notice.
•Developed integration of master data and financial data, business logic, and reports 
using proprietary tools, SQL, table based calculation engines, and visual basic / MS 
Excel.
•Implemented financial models to help businesses:

•Analyze the business to answer managerial questions (e.g., is the company 
adequately staffed to meet current and future objectives).
•Decrease time to complete monthly and yearly reporting.
•Improve clarity of financial forecasting and reporting.

•Mentored other consultants and provided training to users.
•Identified and mitigated project risks in collaboration with project management and 
stakeholders.
•Consulted and delivered solutions for a variety of industries including Insurance, 
Banking, Manufacturing, and Transportation.

Budget Analyst, Babcock & Wilcox
•Developed, maintained, and supported departmental monthly and yearly reporting 
using MS Access, MS Excel, visual basic for applications, Hyperion, and SAP BPC.
•Developed automated reporting to flag incorrect sales orders saving 8 hours a month.

May 2007 – Feb 2011
Barberton, OH

Projects

Workflow Manager, Create and Deploy Workflows | React | Redux | Express | Node.js | MySQL
•Define and create instances of workflows.
•Assign owners and dependencies to workflow tasks.
•Login sessions for managing owned workflows and tasks.
•RESTful API

myadventureproperties.com, A short-term rental booking demo  |  React | Nextjs | MongoDB
•Search for available properties by date and other attributes
•Geo search with autocomplete suggestions and proximity sorting

Jeremy Carpenter
jcarpenterdev@gmail.com

Cleveland, OH
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•Secure login for making and viewing reservations

prop-x, Responsive properties for React components / TypeScript
•A library for React components to pass and consume properties with values for each screen width.
•Retrieve property values in styled-components based on breakpoints.
•Optimize Next.js and other SSR and SSG applications by moving client logic to build time static site generation and 
server side rendering.

themeweaver, Responsive Themes for React and StyledComponents / JavaScript
•A library for creating themeable reusable React components.
•Generates responsive CSS based on developer provided theme configuration.

Skills

JavaScript (ES6, React, Next.js, Jest) TypeScript HTML / CSS SQL mongoDB React Nextjs

Angular Redux Git npm CI/CD Jest Node.js Data Analysis

Education

Bachelor of Science in Accounting / Minor in Computer Science, Miami University 2003 – 2007
Oxford, OH

https://www.npmjs.com/package/@carpenjk/prop-x

